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INTRODUCTION

Arthur Dashwood Howard (*1866, †1926), my paternal grandfather, studied medicine
at Trinity Hall Cambridge. In the 1887 Lent Races he participated for Trinity Hall in the
College's third boat.
His original, illuminated trophy oar is today (2022) in the possession of his greatgrandson Peter Dashwood-Howard and has fortunately not been cut down, as is so
often the case. The blade bears the name of the artist/signwriter who illuminated it,
namely "Royston" in capital letters without any initials. Having come across a number
of other illuminated blades bearing Royston's signature, I thought it would be
interesting to find out more about him.
Initial enquiries to some of the Cambridge boat clubs brought very little information but
subsequent research in the internet was more successful, so much so that I thought it
worthwhile to compile this monograph on Robert Richard Royston and present it to a
few appropriate repositories so that it will be preserved for posterity.
I have done my best to give appropriate credit to the owners of photos and other
images I have extracted from the internet. This book has been produced entirely at my
own expense, is in no way a commercial enterprise and will generate no profit. Should
anyone nevertheless feel that I have violated copyright, I apologise most sincerely and
hope they will bear with me and not object to me having used their property for this
work.
Several kind people whose names are listed in the chapter "Acknowledgements and
Sources" have supported me with information. They all deserve my special thanks.
The list of sources names the individual websites in which I found information for this
work. If I have omitted anyone it was unintentional and, here too, I offer my apologies,
should that be the case.
It is my hope that this book will, at least in a small way, be a useful addition to the
Cambridge Archives and to those of the Boat Clubs. Should it motivate someone,
perhaps more qualified than I, to undertake further research, it will more than have
fulfilled its purpose.

Douglas Dashwood-Howard
Sennfeld, Germany
2022
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ROBERT RICHARD ROYSTON (1828 – 1909)

WHO WAS HE?
Robert Richard Royston was a self-employed signwriter and heraldic artist in
Cambridge during the second half of the 19th century and the early 20th. In addition to
conventional signwriting, he specialised in the illumination of the blades of university
trophy oars.
WHAT ARE TROPHY OARS?
As a rule, the blades of such oars were, and still are, illuminated by a signwriter with
the university or college coat of arms or crest, the name and date of the race, the
names of the boat crew and their respective positions in the boat, and, sometimes,
with their weights. Trophy blades for boat crews successful in the so-called bump races
are additionally illuminated with the names of the colleges to which the bumped boats
belonged.
In the 19th and perhaps in the early 20th century, trophy oars were usually the actual
oars used in the race by the winning crew. After the blades had been illuminated, the
oars were presented to the respective rower by the Boat Club.
Nowadays, with oars costing in the region of £500 or more, Boat Clubs are unable to
cover the cost so the signwriter is sourced, commissioned and paid by the rower who
wishes to have such a trophy.
ROBERT RICHARD ROYSTON'S LIFE
Date and Place of Birth:
11 November 1828 in Magdalene Street, Cambridge
Baptism:
26 April 1829 at the Church of St. Peter, Cambridge.
Parents:
Robert Royston (*1796 in Cambridge, †19 December 1856 in Cambridge) and his wife
Emma (*c.1801 in Littleton, Wiltshire, †1874 in Cambridge).
Records show various occupations for the father, Robert Royston:
1824-1832 shoemaker.
1837 shopkeeper.
1841 milkman.
1849 farmer.
1851 pork butcher, milkman and victualler.
1853 pork butcher and beer retailer.
At the time of the censuses in 1841 and 1851 the family was living at 25 and 26 Bridge
Street, Cambridge. In 1851 a female house servant and two lodgers were recorded as
additional members of the household. See also "Some notes on 25 – 26 Bridge Street".
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Siblings:
Robert Richard Royston was the second of a total of six children, being preceded by
his sister Martha Rebecca. They were followed by four younger brothers, John
Thomas, Edward Alfred, Frederick George and Joseph.
Marriage:
On 2 July 1849 Robert Richard Royston married Sarah Gray, daughter of Matthew
Gray, Tailor, at St. Pancras Church, St. Pancras, Middlesex. Witnesses were Matthew
Gray, the bride's father, and Martha Rebecca Royston, the bridegroom's sister.

Image: www.familysearch.co.uk

Robert Richard is recorded in the marriage register as "grainer", a grainer being a
painter/artist who applies a grain to imitate another kind of wood. He also decorates tin
boxes and trunks to resemble wood.
The elegant manner in which he signed his name in the Register is noteworthy,
Children:
Robert and Sarah had one son and three daughters: Their first child was Flora Sophia
(*1851 †1927), followed by Robert Richard (*1854 †1864), Alice Maud Mary (*1856
†1933) and Arabella Louisa (*1857 †1934).
Robert Richard, their only son, died on 25 July 1864 aged only 11 years. No details so
far traced,
The three daughters all died unmarried. It is possible that they assisted their father in
the latter years of his business. In the 1901 census Flora is described as a "Herald
Painter". In 1911 all three daughters are recorded as "Painter (Artist)". In 1921 Flora is
an "Artist (Herald Painter and Illuminator)", Alice an "Artist (Painter & Embroiderer)"
and Arabella an "Artist (Painter, Embroiderer & Designer)". In Kelly's Directory of
Cambridgeshire for 1916 "Misses Royston" are still living at Midsummer House, the
home of their meanwhile deceased father.
Some Details from Census Returns:
As members of Robert's household have already been described above, these details
only refer to his occupation and address at the time of the census. The descriptions of
his occupation are sometimes rather quaint and one wonders whether Robert himself
dictated them or if the recorder followed his own interpretation of Robert's statements.
For example, a "writer" is a signwriter, "painter" is ambiguous as it could be interpreted
as "painter and decorator", which he was not.
-8-

1841 Living with his parents
Bridge Street, Cambridge
1851 Painter, writer and grainer
7 Pembroke Street, Cambridge
1861 Writer and grainer. Gilder on glass and illuminator of [illegible]. Painter
27 Jesus Lane, Cambridge
1871 Decorative artist and herald[ic] painter
27 Jesus Lane, Cambridge
1881 Artistical painter (artist)
10 King Street, Cambridge
1891 Artist and painter
Midsummer Common, Cambridge
1901 Herald[ic] painter
By the River, Midsummer Common, Cambridge
Advertisements for his Business:
The first advertisement so far traced for Robert's business appeared in the Cambridge
Independent Press Newspaper on Saturday 15 October 1853

Image: British Newspaper Archive

It would seem that his business was successful as he was looking for an apprentice.
The second address, 42 Wilste[a]d Street, is interesting as it was the street in which
Sarah was living when she married Robert in 1849. Whether the latter actually worked
from this address has yet to be determined.
A year later Robert placed this advertisement in the Cambridge Independent Press
Newspaper of 23 December 1854.

Image: British Newspaper Archive

This advertisement appeared several times, finally, as far as could be determined, on
3 February 1855
On 3 April 1858 in the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper he announced that
he had moved his premises to 24, Jesus Lane:

Image: British Newspaper Archive
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The preceding advertisement also appeared in subsequent issues of the Cambridge
Independent Press Newspaper, the last time probably being 19 June 1858.
No further advertisements could be found until 1 December 1866:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

This ad appeared in the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper of 1 December
1866 and was repeated only twice, the last time being on 22 December 1866.
It is probably the last newspaper advertisement which Robert placed for his business.
Note that the address has changed from 24 to 27 Jesus Lane.
Some Examples of his Work:
The oar with this Trinity Hall III blade for the 1887 Lent Races belonged to Arthur
Dashwood Howard whose name is to be seen as "A. D. Howard" on the right.
The still complete oar is now (2022) in the possession of Peter Dashwood-Howard,
Arthur's great grandson.

The two detail photos show Royston's signature to the lower left of the crescent
between 7 and 8 o'clock.

Images: Douglas Dashwood-Howard
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A pair of Emmanuel College blades dated 1897.

Both blades are signed by Royston and were presumably
owned by A. J. Clarke as his name is the only one
appearing on both blades.
Royston's signature is to the left of the crest between 7 and
8 o'clock.
Images: https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk the UK's largest antiques
website.

A pair of Trinity blades dated 1899 and 1900, both presumably owned by P. C.
Turnbull, his name being the only one which appears on both blades.
Only the lower of the two blades is signed. See detail image on following page.
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Royston's signature is under the lion's right-hand front leg.

This and the previous two images: www.henrygregoryantiques.com

A further Trinity blade dated 1894.

The illumination of this blade is of particularly high
quality.

Images: Manfred Schotten Antiques, Burford, UK

Below, a rather rare Lowe Double Sculls blade dated 1900 with Royston's signature at
7 o'clock below the central coat of arms.
The original oar is in the Museum of Cambridge in Castle Street.

Image: https://flipflopsincluded.com/museums-in-cambridge-5-of-the-best/
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Finally, an unusual Lady Margaret blade for the 1st boat in the Lent Races of 1902,
unusual in that it has a red rather than the much more common black background.

Royston's signature is at 8 o'clock below the coat-ofarms.

Original oar: Michael Collinwood Collection
Images: Michael Collinwood

References to his Work in Newspapers:
On 4 February 1860 the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper published an
article on the "Admission of Newspapers into the Free Library". A petition to this effect
had been started in 1859. In the meantime it had been signed by 903 inhabitants of
the borough, several of whom were the largest ratepayers in the town. With the
signatures, the petition itself was twenty feet long with the name of each petitioner
having been "beautifully illuminated by Mr. R. R. Royston".
After much discussion, the petition was accepted.
For the forthcoming marriage of the Prince of Wales, a Celebration Committee had
been appointed by the Council.
The Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper of 7 March 1863 reported that the
Committee "had given directions for the illumination of the Guildhall, and that Mr. R. R.
Royston had been instructed to prepare seven transparencies, representing the arms
of England, Denmark, the Prince of Wales, the Town, the University etc. An additional
transparency had been ordered for the Wheeler Street entrance".
On 21 March 1863 the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper published a
Reader's Letter by Robert Richard Royston commenting on "The Late Illuminations".
In spite of extensive searches, the newspaper report mentioned on the left stating
that "These devices were painted by Mr.
Royston, of Jesus Lane, and much admired
for their beauty and richness …" could not so
far be traced.
Image: British Newspaper Archive
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This notice appeared in the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper of 1 June 1867:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

The following notice, which appeared in the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper
of 26 September 1868, shows that Robert Royston's copyright for his "Chart of the
Cambridge University Boat Races for 1867" had been infringed by a Mr. Nichols:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

No report of a renewal of the application could be traced in the newspapers so it is
quite possible that Royston and Nichols settled the matter out of court.

Mr. R. R. Royston's skill is praised in an article dated 5 October 1867 which appeared
in the Cambridge Chronical and Journal:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

In the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper of 9 July 1870, it is reported that
Royston exhibited some of his work at the Workmen's International Exhibition held at
the Agricultural Hall in Islington. His exhibits, extracted from the complete list, follow
on the next page.
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Image: British Newspaper Archive

Pastimes
Robert was a member of the Cambridge and Ely Angling Society. According to local
newspapers, he attended the Society's annual general meetings in 1887 and 1889.
In March 1862 he was appointed "overseer" for the parish of All Saints.
From 1899 to 1907 (perhaps longer) he was a "sidesman" in the Church of St. Andrew's
the Great, a sidesman being a person who helps the warden of a parish church.
Regarding property on Midsummer Common, Cambridge
In May 1886 "Permission was given to Mr. R. R. Royston, of King Street, to have an
entrance from Midsummer Common to his premises, at a rental of 1s. per year".
On 9 September 1892 the Cambridge Independent Press Newspaper reported on a
claim by Mr. Robert R. Royston for some land on Midsummer Common:

Image. British Newspaper Archive
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Some Unpleasantness
On 29 August 1857, 12 July 1873 and 19 August 1892 the Cambridge Independent
Press Newspaper reported three incidents in which Robert Richard Royston was the
victim. The three reports are reproduced below in chronological order:

Three images: British Newspaper Archive
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Death and Burial:
Robert died on 9 June 1909 at his home, Midsummer House, Midsummer Common,
Cambridge. A death notice appeared in the Cambridge Independent Press newspaper
of 11 June 1909:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

He was buried on 12 June 1909 at All Saints Church, Cambridge.
On 18 June 1909 a Legal Notice was printed in the Cambridge Independent Press
newspaper:

Image: British Newspaper Archive

Probate:
Probate was granted in London to Robert's daughter Flora Sophia Royston on 23 July
1909.
His estate was valued at £200 12s. 6d.
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SOME NOTES ON 25 – 26 BRIDGE STREET, CAMBRIDGE
Details of this listed building in which the Royston family lived for some years are to be
found on the website https://capturingcambridge.org/centre/bridge-street/25-26-bridge-street/
Robert and Emma Royston were the parents of Robert Richard Royston.
The 1841 census records Robert Royston as a milkman living with his family at Bridge
Street, possibly at 25 – 26 but this has not yet been substantiated.
In the 1851 census Robert Royston, pork butcher, milkman and victualler, is recorded
as head of the household living at Barley Shop and Mow (= 25 and 26 Bridge Street)
with his wife and family.
The 1853 Post Office Directory of Cambridge records "Royston Robert, pork butcher
& beer retailer, 25 & 26 Bridge Street".
In 1859 the freehold tenant was Emma Royston, widow of Robert Royston †1856.
In the1861 census, Emma is shown as Head of the Household living with daughter
Martha Rebecca and son Joseph. The family's house servant was Matilda Allan.
Kelly's Directory of Cambridge for 1866 records "Royston Emma (Mrs.), pork butcher,
25 & 26 Bridge Street".
In this same year there was a dispute concerning the property as the newspaper
reports below and Robert Richard Royston's reader's letter well demonstrate.
The 1871 census shows Emma Royston, pork butcher, still living at the same address
with her grand-daughter, Clara B. Royston, pork butcher, and one domestic servant,
Ann Hodson.
Emma Royston died 27 June 1874 and the family's connection with 25 – 26 Bridge
Street ended.
CAMBRIDGE CHRONICLE AND JOURNAL - SATURDAY 23 JUNE 1866

This and the next two images: British Newspaper Archive
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CAMBRIDGE INDEPENDENT PRESS - SATURDAY 23 JUNE 1866

CAMBRIDGE CHRONICLE AND JOURNAL - SATURDAY 13 APRIL 1867
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